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Introduction
In this introducing chapter a description of background information and problems is given
concerning the determination of the geoid for the North Sea.

1.1

Role of the geoid

The formal definition of the geoid is the equipotential surface at mean sea level when a l l
temporal variations and effects of external forces (like tides, wind etc.) are neglected. Also
in theory, it is a reference surface for orthometric heights, the kind of heights that are from
history used i n most countries. Also in the Netherlands, the Normaal Amsterdams Peil
(NAP) was originally defined as an orthometric height system. The geoid is determined
by the earth's gravity field.
In practice this formal definition is not so important. What is much more important is
the reference surface of heights that is really used. For instance in the Netherlands, at some
time one fixed stone was chosen to define the N A P ; this stone defines NAP-zero. Since
then, the mean sea surface has changed, but the NAP-zero definition has not been changed,
cf. Waalewijn (1979). So, an offset between NAP-zero and the equipotential surface at
mean sea level may be expected. Besides, due to land subsidence at the lower layers
(Pleistoceen), which is not constant for the entire Netherlands, a kind of tilt between the
NAP-reference surface and the equipotential surface has occured, see Lorenz et al. (1991).
So, the short wavelength variations (< 100 km) in the gravimetric geoid computed f r o m
gravity information, and in the NAP-zero surface are identical; but there may be some
differences on the longer wavelength parts.
For the sea areas a similar story holds. Apart from any possible changes i n time,
the reference surface that is used for most purposes at sea is the Mean Sea Level ( M S L )
(whereof map datums are derived). In M S L the temporal variations are taken out. However, other effects like permanent currents cause a permanent deviation of the M S L from
the equipotential surface (the formal geoid). So, at sea we are not primarily interested
in the geoid (the equipotential surface), but in the M S L for positioning applications. For
other applications like tidal model improvement and study of sea level change, exactly the
flow patterns on the Continental Shelf are highly interesting. Again, it may be assumed
that the formal geoid and M S L give a similar picture for the short wavelength parts (local
variations), but may differ on the long wavelengths. We have to study from the present
knowledge of circulation patterns and the possible long wavelength gravimetric geoid error
1
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on which wavelengths these differences really show up.
Until recently, the difference between geoid and N A P / M S L was not so important. The
measurements to determine heights were done terrestrially with conventional techniques,
so that the height reference surface was followed automatically during measuring. However,
in the last decade the Global Positioning System (GPS) has been introduced and has
become more and more precise. A t the moment GPS-techniques are available at m m - c m
precision level for static applications, and with cm-dm precision for dynamic applications.
The problem of measuring with G P S is that its results are not with respect to the
height reference surface that we want to use ( N A P ) . It gives its results with respect to an
artificial reference, an ellipsoid. To get the results in the desired reference system we have
to know the relation between the height reference surface and the ellipsoid. This is what
we call a geoid model.
Next, satellite altimetry (in this case the T O P E X altimeter) is used at sea to determine
the height of M S L above the geoid. Again, we need to know the relation between this
height reference surface and the ellipsoid, since the altimeter results are given with respect
to the (same) ellipsoid.
In formula form it is H = h - N, with H the desired height (with respect to N A P or
M S L ) , h the G P S - or TOPEX-height and N the geoid height. Around the Netherlands
the geoid height can be in the order of 40-50 meter with respect to the G P S - and T O P E X reference ellipsoid WGS84. The difference between the geoid and N A P (offset and tilt) is
denoted by 8. So, it holds:
HMSL
HORTHO
HNAP

hroPEX
h ps
G

- N,

- N,

HORTHO

+ 5,

as is illustrated in figure 1.1, where the tide gauge can be used as an independent measure
of sea height with respect to the land. So, since we are interested in using G P S and T O P E X
to give heights with respect to the NAP-level and M S L , when we say determination
of the
geoid we mean determination of N A P and M S L . This height reference surface is largely
determined by the gravity field, in particular on short wavelengths. The short wavelength
variations (< 100 km) itself are i n the order of a meter. The differences between N A P / M S L
and the equipotential surface are of longer wavelength character. So, apart from gravity
data we need some other, extra information to determine these effects.
As a final remark we repeat that in this report, when we speak about geoid, we mean
the N A P / M S L height reference surface. The pure theoretical geoid, the equipotential
surface computed from gravity, is called gravimetric geoid.

1.2

Geoid determination

The geoid is at first stage computed as a gravimetric geoid, i.e. computed from gravity
data. Therefore we use Stokes' integral formula, according to the procedure as developed
by De M i n (1996a). The gravimetric geoid has an error of a few dm in absolute sense, and
of about 7 cm per 100 k m in a relative sense. A n d then, as mentioned before, there are
some long wavelength deviations from the desired N A P / M S L surface.
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Figure 1.1: The land/sea geoid model.

There are several reasons which cause a (long wavelength) difference between the gravimetric geoid and N A P / M S L :
• long wavelength error (noise) in gravimetric geoid;
• origin of coordinate system does not correspond with center of mass;
• M S L is not an equipotential surface (there is permanent sea surface topography);
• N A P is not an equipotential surface, there is an offset and a tilt, due to sea level
rise and land subsidence.
Therefore we apply a long wavelength correction to the gravimetric geoid, based on
independent information about the distance of the geoid ( N A P / M S L ) with respect to the
reference ellipsoid. In De M i n (1996a), a method was introduced to study the kind of
correction that should be applied. For the land area of the Netherlands, it was found that
a simple tilted plane with an offset (3 parameter equation) is sufficient to describe this
correction. It was also found that for larger areas, such a simple model is not sufficient,
and that a more difficult model is needed. Summaries can be found in De M i n (1996b)
and De M i n (1997).
In this study, it is one of the major topics to find a suitable correction model. The
external information on land comes from G P S measurements at NAP-sites. A t sea we do
not have such measurements. However, at sea we have radar altimeter data which give
accurate (precise and reliable) information about the mean sea level with respect to the
reference ellipsoid.
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N A P and M S L connection?

One remaining problem to discuss is: how do N A P and M S L connect along the Dutch
shoreline? For the land area the "De Min-geoid" has been determined, which describes
the NAP-surface at cm precision level. We want to determine in this project a description
of the M S L of the North Sea area, but it would be nice if it fits closely at the NAP-surface
along the coast.
The way to study this is to look at the tide gauge registrations by Rijksinstituut voor
Kust en Zee ( R I K Z ) along the coast line. Six of them (Vlissingen, Hoek van Holland,
IJmuiden, Den Helder, Harlingen and Delfzijl) are used for the land subsidence studies,
see Lorenz et al. (1991). These 6 tide gauges have NAP-heights of 0, +9, 4-2, 0, +6 and
+8 cm, respectively. So, on average, the M S L is about 4 cm above N A P along the coast,
with deviations of 3-4 cm.
During the computation procedure that we apply, we try to correct M S L and N A P
as much as possible for sea surface topography, the M S L at the tide gauges and the land
subsidence. In this way we try to form one surface which should fit as good as possible
to the gravimetric geoid, and where M S L and N A P make a good fit. So, the 4 cm offset
and land subsidence effects are removed. Then we can determine the long wavelength
correction from G P S and altimetry. After determining the necessary long wavelength
correction, the land subsidence effect in N A P is added again, as well as the offset between
N A P and M S L , to give one complete geoid (= N A P / M S L ) model. The expected precision
(1CT)of this preliminary North Sea geoid is about 5 cm or maybe in the range of the
precision of the external data at sea and on land being around 3-4 cm.
In future perhaps a redefinition of N A P (on land) will be made, with probably a better
fit of N A P and M S L along the coast. This of course also means that a new geoid model
must be computed. A new definition of the reference surface of heights N A P , means a new
definition of what we call geoid, unless the correction is done in the way that is proposed
in this report.

1.4

Contents of this report

In this report we give a description of the geoid determination for the North Sea area. We
shall not describe the gravimetric geoid computation procedure in much detail. Therefore,
we refer to De M i n (1996a). Here, we describe the gravity data that we used, and the
computed geoid result. Then we study the model that must be used to describe the long
wavelength correction.
On land we have about 20 G P S / N A P stations at 2 cm precision level, at sea we have
radar altimetry from the T O P E X / P O S E I D O N satellite available at 3-4 cm precision on
average. We use the altimeter data that were available at the start of this project, which
are probably not most optimal. In order to compute a preliminary geoid model however,
we focus on the techniques how to do the total geoid computation for the North Sea.
We finally apply these G P S and altimeter data to the long wavelength correction
function we theoretically find for the North Sea area. W i t h that we find a first, preliminary geoid model for the North Sea, which will be made available to the users in a P C
DOS computer program (like the "De Min-geoid" for the Netherlands land area) by the
Meetkundige Dienst of Rijkswaterstaat.

1.4. Contents

of this

report

Proposals will be done for possible future improvements of the geoid model.
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The gravimetric geoid of the
North Sea
In order to compute the gravimetric geoid of the North Sea, a global geopotential model
is used, supplemented with local gravity data, in order to arrive at a level of sufficient
detail. Additional measurements from G P S , levelling and altimetry will be used later on
to correct the gravimetric geoid for its long wavelength errors. This chapter deals with
the part of the geoid determined from gravity measurements.
In the first section, the boundaries of the North Sea, defining the local or regional
part, are given. The second section motivates the choice of the global geopotential model
E G M 9 6 and the third section lists the available gravity data. Finally, the fourth section
shows the computation of the gravimetric geoid in detailed steps.

2.1

Definitions of the N o r t h Sea area

One can distinguish an integration and computation area or input and output area. T h e
definitions were chosen on the basis of the available data and the procedure i n De M i n
(1996a). The computation area for which the North Sea geoid will be computed has the
following extension in geographical coordinates:
50°
-3°

<
<

latitudes
<
longitude A <

59°,
9°.

A l l available gravity data up to a particular distance, the capsize z/>o, are evaluated to
arrive at a geoid value for a single point. This defines the inner zone integration area,
containing all gravity data used in the local computation. Based on the findings in De
M i n (1996a) and the distribution of the data, a capsize of xpo — 4° has been chosen;
this means that, i n order to calculate the geoid in one point, all available gravity data
within its range of 4(2tt.R/360) = 445 k m (the radius of the earth R = 6378137 m) are
evaluated. See De M i n (1996a) and Day et al. (1990) for the distribution of the gravity
data. Due to the meridian convergence (in this case around ip = 60°), this capsize results
in an integration area with an extension of about 4/cos 60° = 8° in longitude direction
and, of course, 4° in latitude direction, yielding as integration area
46°
-11°

<
<

ip < 63°,
A < 17°.
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Figure 2.1 shows the North Sea area, for which the geoid will be computed.

Figure 2.1: North Sea computation area.

2.2

E a r t h G r a v i t y M o d e l 1996

For a general description of geopotential models, see Rapp and Pavlis (1990). In De M i n
(1996a) use was made of the OSU91 global geopotential model. Last year, a new model
was made available, namely the Earth Gravity Model 1996, E G M 9 6 or simply E G M in
short. The main gain of E G M 9 6 for the North Sea geoid can be expected from the fact
that for the first time actual data in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union are used
instead of predicted values from geophysical inversion of topography and isostasy.
A geopotential model consists of dimensionless spherical harmonic coefficients. These
are used to calculate the model geoid heights with
360

N

1

n

( P ) = R J 2 £
^ C n m Y
n=2 m=—n

n

m

( i p

P

, \

P

) ,

(2.1)

where A C
represents the normalized spherical harmonic coefficients C a n d 5 | | of
degree n and order m with respect to an ellipsoidal reference, and Y ( t p , A) are the normalized surface spherical harmonics. These are combinations of the normalized, associated
Legendre functions P (sin<£>) with sine and cosine functions:
n

n m

m

n

n

m

m

nm

^ n m ( y , A) =

P ( s i n tp) cos mX
P |m| ( i f )
n m

s

n

n

s

m

for m > 0,
for m < 0.

A n expression like (2.1) for the model gravity anomaly can be found in table 2.1. From
the coefficients and their corresponding variances we can compute the so-called degree
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of data

variances c and error degree variances e for these gravity anomalies according to
n

n

360

(2.2)

(2.3)

where 7 is the mean normal gravity.
Figure 2.2 shows the difference of both models for the gravity anomalies in milligal
(1 mgal = 1 0 ~ m / s ) : AgEGM — Agosu (mgal) in the North Sea area. The same
is done in figure 2.3 for the geoid heights in meter: NEGM
~ ^OSU (m)- For another
comparison of both models, figure 2.4 displays the signal degree variances c„ for both
models and their difference (i.e. EGM — OSU) and the error degree variances e for both
models. One can see that E G M 9 6 has a smaller formal error variance for all degrees
than OSU91; furthermore, the difference ^GM-OSU
p
t be significant even for the
largest degrees, i.e. up to degree n = 360. It is remarkable that the signal difference is
larger than the sum of both errors up to degree n = 100. So, probably, the error measures
are too optimistic. The new model is significantly different from the old one and since there
are extra data in the new model, it is expected to be a better one; see also Lemoine et al.
(1996) and Rapp (1996). Therefore, we have chosen to use E G M 9 6 in the computation of
the North Sea geoid.
5
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n

c

2.3

a

p e a r s
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Preparation of data

The available gravity data are:
• the E G M 9 6 global geopotential model, originally referred to its own E G M 9 6 ellipsoid,
as described in Lemoine et al. (1996) and Rapp (1996);
• 6'xl0' block mean values of free-air gravity anomalies of Europe from the University
of Hannover: A g
, see Weber (1984);
H a n n o v e r

• 3'x5' block mean values of free-air gravity anomalies of part of the computation area,
derived from various data in the area: A g
, see De M i n (1996a).
D e M i n

Since the E G M 9 6 model is referred to another ellipsoid than the desired GRS80 ellipsoid
(which is practically equal to the WGS84 ellipsoid used by G P S ) , the model coefficients
have to be transformed. This is done by rescaling each dimensionless coefficient of the
model with respect to degree n according to
AG

nm GRS80

a

GMEGM96

( EGM96

GMGRS80

V «GRS80

—

n

AC nm EGM96,

where GM and a are the gravitational constant and the semi-major axis of the ellipsoid,
respectively.
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Figure 2.3: Geoid height differences between E G M and O S U ; contour interval is 0.1 m.
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2. The gravimetric

geoid of the North Sea

degree n

Figure 2.4: c and e for E G M , O S U and their difference; the solid lines indicate E G M ,
the dotted lines indicate O S U and the broken line indicates E G M - O S U .
n

n
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C o m p u t a t i o n of the gravimetric geoid

The computation of the gravimetric geoid is performed according to the procedure as
described in De M i n (1996a). Table 2.1 summarizes this procedure (see De M i n (1996a))
and may serve as a framework for this chapter; the equations are also numbered in the
table for later reference.

1

C o l l e c t coefficients AC

and error degree variances

nTn

°f 'he global geopoten-

tial model E G M 9 6
2

Collect gravity anomalies Ag and Ag in an area up to tpo = 4° away f r o m all geoid
c o m p u t a t i o n points, and measurement noise values

3

C o m p u t e mean block values for areas of 3 ' x 5 ' and compute c r ^ 3 j '

4

A p p l y atmospheric correction 5gA

5

C o m p u t e Ni(P)

{

= R

360

n

J2

S

2

71 =

771 = —

AC

nm

Y (<fP,

360

6

C o m p u t e Ag {Q)

7

C o m p u t e N (P)

=

ggm

TI

7 ^

(n - 1) ]jT AC
n=2
m= — n

=

2

(2.1)

*P)

nm

n
Y (wQ,

nm

£

(%j

_

/

.

A ^

9

/

nm

m

AQ)

) ,

WG32

St^ ^ ,)cos<fi
PiV>

d\d ,
V

(2.4)

where Q is the center of block i
8

Computed

=

^

/

WG32

St%< (ip)

da

(2.5)

"0
where ao is the c i r c u l a r cap up to capsize ipo
9

Compute

Ngrav = Ni + N +
2

5N

E

(2.6)

Table 2.1: The procedure to compute the gravimetric geoid.

Model part First, the geoid contribution of E G M 9 6 in point P with geographical
coordinates (tp, A) is computed with respect to GRS80 according to equation (2.1); this
constitutes about 90 percent of the amplitude of the gravimetric geoid and it is shown for
the computation area in figure 2.5.

Local part Secondly, the available gravity anomalies are merged in the following
manner. Thereby, use is made of Minimum Curvature gridding with splines (see Swain
(1976)), since the data are not distributed homogeneously.

Figure 2.5: Geoid contribution of E G M 9 6 ; low-frequency part of gravimetric geoid; contour
interval is 0.5 m.
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of the gravity data

1. Select Ag~

2. Compute A g

o

on a 6'xlO' grid and A~g

Hannover

n

a

3

DeMin

E

G

M

and A~g

H

resM

r e s H

D e M i n

'

rid

§ -

on these 6'xlO' and 3'x5' grids, respectively.

EGMM

3. Create residuals A g
and Ag
= Ag

x 5

'

= Ag
- Ag

H a n n o v e r

E

G

M

M

- Ag

E

G

M

H

.

4. Derive a 3'x5' grid Ag
from the combined residual sets for the whole integration
area using spline interpolation.
res

Atmospheric

correction to the gravity

data

1. Compute a 3'x5' Digital Terrain Model from a 5'x5' grid to correct the residual grid
for the atmosphere with ~Ag , see Geophysical Exploration Technology (1995).
atm

2. Compute Ag = Ag

res

+

Ag .
atm

This results in the local residual block mean anomalies Ag shown in figure 2.6.
Now, the local geoid contribution is computed for points P in the computation area
t

with

N 2

IP) =

JL

£

J

j

W

St^

G

3

2

(^x)cos

<pd\dv

M

W

G

3

2

with Q the coordinates of the center of block i and where the superscript
denotes
the Stokes kernel modification of Meissl/Wong&Gore with L = 32, see De M i n (1996a).
This second part of the gravimetric geoid forms about 10 percent of it and consists mainly
of high-frequency information. It is displayed in figure 2.7.
Ellipsoidal correction Thirdly, the so-called ellipsoidal correction is computed, for
Stokes' formula implicates a sphere as computation basis, with (De M i n (1996a))
SN

e

= J3L J s t ?

W

G

^)e^ do
g

(2.5)

and this minor correction of about 0.1 percent is represented in figure 2.8.
Gravimetric geoid The gravimetric geoid of the North Sea, shown in figure 2.9, is
formed by adding the three former parts in (2.1), (2.4) and (2.5), i.e.
Ngrav^Ni+Nz+SNe.

(2.6)
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Figure 2.8: Ellipsoidal correction to North Sea geoid for local part; contour interval is
0.005 m.

Figure 2.9: Gravimetric geoid of the North Sea; contour interval is 0.25 m.
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A - m e t h o d or B - m e t h o d
Besides making use of the procedure described above, one can also make use of the socalled B-method of computing the gravimetric geoid; the method described in this chapter
is called the A-method. For details, see De M i n (1996a). Theoretically, the methods
give identical results, their difference lies in the way the global and local datasets are
combined: the A-method combines the global geopotential model and the local gravity
data by splitting them in the spectral domain, whereas the B-method splits the datasets
in the space domain. How the data are distributed in the spectral domain (i.e. filtered)
can be seen by looking at the spectral weights of the Meissl/Wong&Gore modification of
Stokes' function as used in (2.4). They give weight as a function of degree n for a fixed
capsize ipo = 4° and are shown in figure 2.10; the weights w are used for E G M , while
the residue 1 — w is used for the local residual data.
n

n

J

1

I

50

100

150

200
degree n

W

2

Figure 2.10: Spectral weights w ^

G

I

3

I

I

L

250

300

350

of the kernel S t

M W G Z 2

for ^

0

= 4°.

Now, one can apply these spectral weights VJui^o) to the spectral difference ^GM-OSU
as shown in figure 2.4. This results in a filtered version of figure 2.3 according to (this is
the model part of method B)
c

360

N?EGM-OSu{P)

w

= RY2 n(lpo)
n=2

n

£

C

& nm,EGM-OSuYnm[tPP,*p)-

(2-7)

m=—n

This represents the influence of the difference between both models upon the gravimetric
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1

geoid and it is shown in figure 2.11 . One can see that this contribution is of long wavelength character as can be expected from looking at figure 2.10. It means that the details
of the gravimetric geoid of the North Sea stem from the local gravity measurements. The
long wavelength character of this influence of the difference in geopotential models motivates the idea to correct the gravimetric geoid with a long wavelength correction function;
that is, the error in the gravimetric geoid is expected by far to be caused by errors in the
model. The Meissl/Wong&Gore modification ensures that the details of the gravimetric
geoid are mainly computed from the local gravity data. Hence, the short wavelength difference of both models has a very small effect on the gravimetric geoid. The way to find
a (long wavelength) correction function is discussed in the next chapter.

figure 2.11 shows a remarkable influence for the Netherlands area: apart from a scale factor, its
orientation is very similar to the correction on the gravimetric geoid of the Netherlands as described in De
Min (1996a).

Figure 2.11: Contribution of model difference EGM — OSU to gravimetric geoid; contour
interval is 0.01 m.

3

Correction to the gravimetric
geoid
The chosen global geopotential model is contaminated with errors in the lower frequencies,
that constitute an error in the gravimetric geoid in the order of a few dm. By means of
external and independent geoid information this error can be modeled and used for a
correction to the gravimetric geoid. The purpose is to come to a precise computation of
M S L with respect to WGS84.
In the first section, the procedure to correct the gravimetric geoid is presented, which
should lead to the preliminary geoid of the North Sea. Before we can apply this procedure
we have to find a model that may be suitable to describe the long wavelength correction
for the North Sea. The second section discusses the way to find this model.

3.1

Procedure for correcting the gravimetric geoid

The procedure to determine a likely correction function to the gravimetric geoid is the
following:
1. Based upon the grid of the gravimetric geoid an interpolation with Overhauser splines
(see De M i n (1996a)) is carried out to the external data on land and at sea.
2. Based on the differences of the gravimetric geoid and the external point values and
starting from a chosen functional model with a number of unknown parameters,
these model parameters are estimated.
3. The model parameters determine a correction function to the gravimetric geoid.
4. Based upon analysis of the residuals of the corrected geoid and the external point
values, the previous two steps can be iterated with an extended model until the
remaining residuals are sufficiently small and non-systematic.
5. The result is a corrected (final) geoid that optimally approximates the desired geoid
(NAP/MSL).
In the next chapters the external datasets will be described and, together with the results
of the next section, the actual preliminary North Sea geoid will be presented.
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Modeling the error in the gravimetric geoid

Generation of possible errors In order to see what kind of correction to the gravimetric geoid of the North Sea must be made, one must know the behaviour of its error.
Following De M i n (1996a), the idea is to generate various possible errors of E G M 9 6 and
investigate their influence upon the geoid. Since the main contribution of the error in the
gravimetric geoid is given by the error in the low-frequency geopotential coefficients of
E G M (cf. the spectral weights in figure 2.10), this method should give a reliable correction
function. Random errors S „ for all C and S coefficients have been generated from o-^
and o-g . From these random errors S
one can obtain degree variances according to
equation (2.2). Figure 3.1 shows an example of the degree variances of one generated set
of errors, and the given error degree variances e„ of E G M 9 6 as shown in figure 2.4. This
can be used to check whether the normally distributed errors E
are within reasonable
bounds. The influence of the generated error combined with the weights of the M W G 3 2
m
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Figure 3.1: Example of degree variances from generated error coefficients E „
and error degree variances e (broken line).
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and is shown in figure 3.2. In the same way,.figures 3.3 - 3.5 show three other possible
behaviours of the correction function to be found. In total, 10 examples have been studied,
but only the four most characteristic ones are discussed here. Again, we mention that the
amplitudes of the error may be too optimistic by a factor 2 to 4; we will come back to this
later on.
Definition of the model Before the model parameters can be estimated, the model
itself has to be defined. At first, looking at plots like figures 3.2 - 3.5, it seems that there
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Figure 3.3: Possible error in gravimetric geoid; contour interval is 0.01 m.
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are many options. The error in the gravimetric geoid may for instance be described by
a bi-linear function like an,o + ^0,0^ + co$<p + do$\<p, possibly extended by trigonometric
functions (sines and cosines). In case these functions are not sufficient to complete the
model, one might look into e.g. Legendre functions or higher order polynomials. Naturally,
the shape of the error prescribes the shape of the correction to the gravimetric geoid. The
choice we made was to look into a combination of bi-linear functions and trigonometric
functions; this would mean that the correction function can be made up out of sine and
cosine components, added to a bias (denoted by 1), a tilt in both directions (A and tp) and
a torsion (\<p), cf. the expression above (parameters an,o, fro,o, cn,o and c/o,o)In order to find the minimal number of trigonometric components that substantially
model the correction function, the Fourier power spectra of the possible four errors are
investigated, see appendix C in Hanssen (1993). However, before doing this, the bi-linear
part of the errors is removed. The bi-linear surface could distort the power spectrum due
to periodic continuation, which is inherent to the use of the Fourier Transform. Therefore,
in order to avoid this possible disturbing effect, the errors in figures 3.2 - 3.5 are first
disposed of bi-linear surfaces shown in figures 3.6 - 3.9.

A

I

St

Figure 3.6: Bi-linear part of figure 3.2; contour interval is 0.01 m.

Interpretation of the power spectra Figure 3.10 shows the central most significant parts of the power spectra of the four selected error surfaces after removing the
bi-linear surfaces; the labels 001, 100, 1^00 and 700 refer to the differences of figures 3.2 3.5 and figures 3.6 - 3.9, respectively. Note that the mean is removed in these differences,
resulting in a zero center (without energy) in the power spectrum. The power spectra are

Figure 3.8: Bi-linear part of figure 3.4; contour interval is 0.01 m.
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Figure 3.9: Bi-linear part of figure 3.5; contour interval is 0.01 m.

symmetrical with respect to the origin. Since the error is thought to be of longer wavelength character i.e. lower wavenumber range, the effect of using only a few components
in the center instead of the whole spectrum will not be too large. The power percentages
of the shown blocks with respect to all blocks is given in the figure for all four examples.
The use of more components would result in a higher percentage, since it implies a model
with more parameters. In fact, there are two percentages shown per spectrum: the first
one refers to the center cluster of 9 components, whereas the second (larger) one refers to
the energy of all 25 blocks in the plots with respect to the total power spectrum. Since
the center block will be taken care of by the bi-linear function, one can suffice with 8 or
24 trigonometric parameters.
Now, highlighting the most important characteristics of the power spectra given in
figure 3.10, the second and third spectrum reveal a more dominant component in the
(^-direction, while especially the first one suggests a trigonometric torsion argument due
to the oblique orientation (rather: saddle point) of the function in the space domain; the
fourth spectrum shows that the sines and cosines that totally span the domain (the longest
wavelength) are almost equally present in both A- and ^-direction. The spectra indicate
that trigonometric base functions that span half the domain may be necessary to be used
in the correction model. In order to be able to judge statistically the change from 8 to
24 parameters, we will have a closer look at the results for all ten generated sets. Set
number 001 represents 20% of the ensemble of ten, set number 100 30%, set number 400
30%, and set number 700 20%. Their original signal rms is given in table 3.1 and the
statistics of the residuals after removing 4 bi-linear parameters (4 P A R set), 4 bi-linear and
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Figure 3.10: Center parts of power spectra (in m ) of four possible geoid errors, first
disposed of bi-linear surfaces.
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8 trigonometric parameters (12 P A R set), and 4 bi-linear and 24 trigonometric parameters
(28 P A R set) are given in table 3.2.
error set
001
100

400
700

rms [m]
0.0363
0.0513
0.0494
0.0642

Table 3.1: The rms of the four generated error sets (complete error signal).

b

c

4 P A R set

rms residual" [m]

variance [%]

relative A rms [m]

001

0.0281
0.0509
0.0398
0.0299

60%
97%
65%
22%

0.0230
0.0064
0.0293
0.0568

rms residual [m]
0.0142
0.0076
0.0088
0.0136

variance [%]
15%
2%
3%
4%

relative A rms [m]
0.0242
0.0503
0.0388
0.0266

rms residual [m]
0.0099
0.0051
0.0063
0.0096

variance [%]
7%
1%
2%
2%

relative A rms [m]
0.0102
0.0056
0.0061
0.0096

100

400
700

12 P A R set
001
100

400
700

28 P A R set
001
100

400
700

"The rms of the residual not modeled with the parameter set.
Variance of the unmodeled residual with respect to the variance of the original set.
Relative improvement of the model with respect to the previous model;
from 0 to 4, from 4 to 12, and from 12 to 28 parameters.
b

c

Table 3.2: Statistics of parameter models and residuals for the generated error sets.

In practice, the formal error estimates of the global fields appear to be fairly optimistic
as one can also observe from figure 2.4 if we compare the error degree variances of E G M
with the degree variances of the actual,differences between E G M and O S U . If we focus
on the range from degree 2 to 100, which is the most dominant part of the generated
error sets, we can see that there is a factor 5 to 15 difference between the two mentioned
curves in figure 2.4. This would imply a scaling of the ten generated error sets and their
corresponding statistics with, approximately, a factor 2 to 4 (taking the square root of
the variances). Analyzing table 3.1 and 3.2 and striving at a precision of 3-4 cm (the
precision of the external data) for the North Sea geoid, this implies an initial choice of a
12 parameter model, extended in case needed to a 28 parameter model.
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We may conclude that, aiming at an rms residual according to the formal model
error of at most 1 cm, it is sufficient to use a 12 parameter model for sets 100 and 400.
However, the 1 cm threshold can only be achieved in case of the sets 001 and 700 with a
28 parameter model. So, in the current scenario, in 60% of the cases it is sufficient to use
the 12 parameter model, and in 40% the 28 parameter model.
Parameters of the correction model The next step is to link the selected spectral
coefficients to the corresponding trigonometric base functions and combine it subsequently
with the bi-linear model. The general analytical expression of a single block in figure 3.10
is
I2nj cos {j^ T^j

+ bijBin

K2

L

27r

cos

(^ )

fc27r

(j^ ) +

where {i,j} is the coordinate pair referring to the location of the block and L and K are
the number of blocks or components in A- and (/^-direction with position indicators I and
k; the latter are given with respect to the origin of the North Sea are, which was chosen
to be (Ao, <£>o) = (3°, 54.5°). Since the power spectrum is symmetrical with respect to the
origin, one can suffice with the following three blocks in case of the 12 parameter selection
made in the four spectral plots (substituting in (3.1)):
(0,1) : an,! cos ^k2n^
(1,0) :
(1,1;:

ai

i 0

+ cn,i sin ^rV27rj ,

cos (jZ27r) 4- 6

li0

sin ( ^

2 v r

)>

a j i cos (JZ2TT) cos (^A;27r) +
sin (^12TX^ COS ^ f c 2 7 r ) +

Ci,i cos ^ Z 2 7 r j sin ^fc27r) +
di \ sin ^ / 2 7 r j sin ^fc27r) .
t

Together with the bi-linear part an,o + &o,oA + co,o<^ + Gfo,oA</?, this results in a total of 12
parameters in the functional model; the initial correction model parameters are highlighted
below.
ao,o &o,o CQ,O do,o
ao,i co,i ai,o h,o 01,1 h,i ci,i di,i

The residue of the 12 parameter model in the space domain In order to show
the effect of the selection of 8 parameters as trigonometric part of the error function, the
selected blocks of the spectrum have been set to zero and the residual was transformed
back to the space domain. The residual grid (the original error function minus the bi-linear
surface and the spectral selection) should only contain wavelengths that are smaller than
the domain and have small amplitudes. Figures 3.11 and 3.14 still reveal rather significant
residues with a clear spatial pattern. Figures 3.12 and 3.13 mainly show general patterns
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with amplitudes of about 1 cm. So the extension to a 24 parameter model will remove
the typical patterns in figures 3.11 and 3.14. In analyzing the figures, one has to keep in
mind that the edge effects are of no interest for the final application of the model.

The extension of the model to 28 parameters The number of parameters of
the model can easily be extended with respect to the highlighted 12 parameter model on
page 32, based upon figure 3.10 and equation (3.1); an extra border of blocks was chosen,
resulting in 16 extra parameters. Analogously to the prior, smaller, model, one can suffice

Figure 3.13: Residue from initial model on figure 3.4; contour interval is 0.01 m.
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Figure 3.14: Residue from initial model on figure 3.5; contour interval is 0.01 m.

with the selection of five extra blocks (again, I and k indicate A and <p, respectively):
(0, 2) : a ,2 cos ( ^ ^ 2 ^ + c ,2 sin ( j t
0

(1,2) :

k 2 7 r

0

o i , cos ( JZ2TT) COS (j?k2ir)
2

) >

+

& i sin (j;/27r) COS (-j^fc27r) +
)2

ci,2 cos (j;Z27r) sin (^k2i^J

+

d\ 2 sin ^1217^ sin ^k2n^j

,

T

(2.0)

:

(2.1) :

a

cos (£/2TT) + 6 ,o sin ( JZ2TT) ,

2 ) 0

2

a ,i cos
2

Z2TT) cos (^fc27r)+

fe ,i sin (jZ27r^ cos (-^A;27r) +
2

C2,i cos (fZ27r^ sin (iA;27r) +
d ,i sin (|;Z27r) sin (-^A;27r) ,
2

(2, 2) :

a , cos (|/27r) cos (j?k2n)

+

6 2sin ( f Z27r) COS ^k2n^

+

2

2

2>

c ,2 cos (J;12K) sin (;^27r) +
2

d , sin
2

2

Z2-7r^ sin ^k2i^j

•
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The total number of parameters now becomes 28: one bias, two tilts, one torsion and 24
trigonometric parameters. These extended correction model parameters are highlighted
below.
ao,o &o,o cn,o dofi
o-o,i co,i ai,o h,o

61,1 Ci,i

"0,2 co,2 a i

di 2 a

«2,1 &2,1 C

i 2

2 i l

&i, c i
2

) 2

T

fi ,l ^2,2 Z>2)2 C
2

2 ) 0

2 ) 2

6 ,o
2

d ,2
2

The extra 16 parameters describe a correction function at smaller wavelengths, namely
half the length of the domain; this means that the model given here can describe more
details. In theory, this model can be extended further in a similar manner. Especially in
larger areas one may be forced to do so. However, we concluded from tests (cf. table 3.2)
that for this North Sea area with this model only rms values up to 2-4 cm should remain.

4

Description of independent land
and sea data
In the previous chapter it was explained that the gravimetric geoid is still contaminated
with errors at the medium and longer wavelengths. In order to correct the gravimetric
geoid for these errors, one needs external and independent data at an equipotential surface.
The equipotential surface (gravimetric geoid) would in theory coincide
• at sea with the M S L minus the permanent sea surface topography, and
• on land with the same marine equipotential surface extended through tide gauges
generally below the earth surface.
The permanent sea surface topography is not caused by the earth gravitational field but
by all kind of other influences like wind, atmospheric pressure, temperature, salinity, and
tides. Tide gauges additionally observe influences from river outflow since these are often
located near the river mouth. Figure 4.1 is an indication for the size and the structure of
the permanent sea surface topography in the North Sea region caused by the two major
components wind and M 2 tide averaged over one year, see Prandle (1984). Since the aim
of this study is to arrive at a marine geoid with an accuracy of 3-4 cm ( l a ) , the effect
of the permanent sea surface topography is neglected here. However, one must keep in
mind that the effect has not a random character. So, the actual external and independent
reference is chosen to be:
• the M S L as a first approximation of the marine equipotential surface, and
• the equipotential surface at M S L connected at tide gauges extended on land.
The technique that provides a M S L over a limited period at open sea is satellite altimetry.
The corresponding techniques that provide an equipotential surface at M S L on land are
G P S and levelling in case a proper connection to tide gauges is established in the same
period and land subsidence effects are removed as good as possible. The (preliminary)
North Sea geoid is realized by adjusting the gravimetric geoid to T O P E X altimeter data
at sea, and N E R E F (NEtherlands REference Frame) data i.e. G P S and levelling data on
land.
37
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The marine data from T O P E X altimetry

Preprocessing of T O P E X altimeter data The T O P E X altimeter data are selected from a bulk of data, collected in the period between February 1993 and February
1995. The selection covers the North Sea area and results in 5 ascending and 5 descending
altimeter tracks, each repeated at most 73 times. Each pass with altimeter data is corrected for instrumental, atmospheric, and geophysical effects generally according to the
guidelines in AVISO (1994). This implies the use of J G M 2 orbits with a radial accuracy
up to a few centimeters. Only the ocean tides have been replaced by the Andersen tide
model (Andersen (1995)) since the original T O P E X models are not valid for the North
Sea region. A n d , in order to get the land and sea data in the same reference, the T O P E X
data are transformed from its own reference frame (AVISO (1994)) to WGS84.
Mean sea surface from T O P E X altimeter data After this preprocessing all
repeated tracks in time are averaged to one single mean track following Khafid (1993)
and Bouman (1994). The 10 mean tracks, 5 ascending and 5 descending, contain a total
of 1027 T O P E X points, and the spread around the mean of the constituting points in
time yields a value for the point standard deviation. The standard deviation is supposed
to be uncorrelated, except for regions with currents, or for areas near coasts where the
tidal model fails. Only those data with a standard deviation smaller than 5 cm were
selected to be used in the correction of the gravimetric geoid. Figure 4.2 shows the effect
of this threshold; the worst standard deviation equals about 35 cm and the plot shows
the percentage of the selected T O P E X points as a function of the standard deviation
threshold. The mean and standard deviation (range) of all the 1027 available standard
deviations are 3.5 and 2.1 cm, respectively; these numbers become 3.2 and 1.0 cm when
the afore mentioned threshold is applied. One can see from the plot that the choice of
5 cm still leaves 89% or 918 points to be used in modeling the correction to the gravimetric
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Figure 4.2: Percentage of selected T O P E X data points for different maximal standard
deviations; chosen threshold of 5 cm (89%) is highlighted.

geoid. The remaining 11% of the standard deviations that exceed the threshold are all
situated along the coasts of Great Britain and the Netherlands. The circulation pattern
in the North Sea and the wind forcing are not modeled in the preprocessing step. Clearly,
disregarding these effects and typical Continental Shelf errors in the tidal model applied
result in large standard deviations. Figure 3.7.2 in N R S P - 2 (1994) shows independently
for the ERS1 satellite that most sea surface variability is located along the coastlines. The
standard deviations that passed the threshold including the locations of all possible points
i.e. the selected and non-selected ones are shown in figure 4.3.
Final corrections to the T O P E X data Since the T O P E X altimeter exhibits an
oscillator drift, the ellipsoidal heights derived from the altimeter need to be corrected. In
the standard corrections supplied with the data an error occured in the drift values which
was discovered only recently. According to appendix D in Naeije et al. (1996), an overall
drift correction of 0.129 m to the mean sea surface (figure D.I) is necessary to adjust for
this effect.
A check of T O P E X mean sea leyel heights at crossovers In order to check the
computational procedure for mean sea surface from T O P E X altimetry, we can examine two
values of the M S L at each crossover point, since these values should theoretically coincide.
For this purpose, the values at these points are calculated by using a linear interpolation.
Figure 4.4 shows the differences of the descending and the ascending M S L ' s and their
standard deviations. The mean difference equals 2.97 cm with a standard deviation of
2.76 cm. One can see that most differences are within the required precision of 5 cm
and that their standard deviations (computed from propagating the individual standard
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Figure 4.3: Selected T O P E X standard deviations below 5 cm, non-selected points are also
shown (in black); mean = 3.2 cm, overall standard deviation = 1.0 cm.
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Figure 4.4: Descending minus ascending point values at cross points (thick lines, left) and
their standard deviations (thin lines, right).
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deviations at the cross points) are distributed conform figure 4.3. One can also observe
more or less systematic differences between ascending and descending tracks exhibiting
these so-called geographically correlated orbit errors. These have been reduced recently
with the new J G M 3 earth geopotential model, see Naeije et al. (1996). This would certainly
be an improvement in future studies.

4.2

The land data in N E R E F

The 17 available N E R E F points are the same as described in De M i n (1996a) and are
therefore not discussed in length here. Due to sea level rise and non-uniform land subsidence, the N A P height reference system in the Netherlands is not an equipotential surface
anymore. Therefore, one can expect an offset (rise) and a kind of tilt (subsidence) between NAP-zero and the equipotential surface. From tide gauge analysis (Lorenz et al.
(1991)), a uniform M S L offset of +4 cm N A P was determined and applied to the land
data. Furthermore, each N E R E F point was corrected for the land subsidence in the range
of (-3,+3) cm, resulting in an equipotential surface at M S L ; the correction surface is shown
in figure 4.5. Note that these corrections have not been applied in De M i n (1996a), since
there the only goal was to determine N A P at land. In the present case, the connection to
the equipotential at M S L is important for the connection between land and sea.

4.3

Gravimetric geoid versus external data

Now, the question is what the differences between the gravimetric geoid and the N E R E F
and T O P E X data look like. This gives an idea of the actual correction function to be
found, rather than the tested correction functions shown in figures 3.2 - 3.5. The latter did
however serve to find the correction model as presented on page 36. The actual differences
are shown for both the 918 T O P E X points and the 17 N E R E F points in figure 4.6, where
the following should be noted. The mean of -0.688 m (the gravimetric geoid is situated
above the satellite tracks) is removed for displaying purposes. The remaining standard
deviation of all external points equals 0.085 m. If we compare this with the precision of
the independent data, and accept the a-priori precision to be the a-posteriori precision of
the model fit, we arrive at a percentage of 14 from 3.2 /8.5 . This means, according to
table 3.2, that there is a 20% chance from our ensemble often for an extension of the initial
model to the extended 28 parameter model. To achieve a precision of 3.2 cm, following
from the T O P E X and N E R E F precisions, the correction to the gravimetric geoid must be
found by using the proposed initial model on page 32; this is done in the next chapter.
Finally, both the plot of the gravimetric geoid, shown in figure 2.9, and the T O P E X
and N E R E F point values, of which the differences with the gravimetric geoid are shown
in figure 4.6, are superimposed in figure 4.7; here, the mean is not removed. Hence,
in the ideal case of the altimeter tracks coinciding with the corresponding points of the
gravimetric geoid, one would not be able to spot the T O P E X points in the grid. In
the present case however, there is an overlying grid, resulting in the color differences
at locations of external data as shown in figure 4.7. A l l this shows that the external
and independent data provided by T O P E X and N E R E F suggest a significant correction
(besides of course the mean of -69 cm) to the previously calculated gravimetric geoid.
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Figure 4.5: Correction surface from N A P to equipotential at M S L to correct for land
subsidence effects, together with N E R E F point locations; contour interval is 2 mm.
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Figure 4.6: Difference of T O P E X & N E R E F points with gravimetric geoid; mean is removed, standard deviation is 0.085 m.
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Figure 4.7: Superposition of gravimetric geoid and T O P E X & N E R E F points without
removal of mean; contour interval is 0.25 m.
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Computation of the North Sea
geoid
In this chapter the actual correction of the gravimetric geoid is carried out and the results
are discussed. Table 5.1 summarizes the procedure, which was already described in short
in the previous chapters and in length (albeit with the land application) in De M i n (1996a).
This chapter describes the final item of the table.

1

C o m p a r e gravimetric geoid w i t h N E R E F and T O P E X

2

D e t e r m i n e a correction m o d e l based on this comparison

3

D e t e r m i n e a N E R E F and T O P E X corrected geoid

Table 5.1: The correction procedure of the North Sea geoid.

Adjustment of the differences Starting with the differences of the gravimetric geoid
and the external points as shown in figure 4.6, the correction model presented on page 32
was applied in order to achieve the 12 parameter estimations through least squares adjustment, thereby making use of the standard deviations of the external data. However,
this turned out to be insufficient: the global test of the model was rejected considerably.
This was due to the rejection of about 13% of the data (w-test > 3). After looking closely
at the stability of the estimated 12 parameters, there was no need to exclude one of them
in a further processing, also after iteration. The individual data that were rejected in the
w-test were left out by iterating: first, only the largest outliers were omitted, secondly
the largest that remained from processing the model again etc., but this still resulted in
rejection of the overall model: f-test = 2.044, critical value = 1.250. The a-posteriori
standard deviation was 0.0436 m, being 26% of the initial variance. Consulting table 3.2,
we decided to extend to a 28 parameter model.
A first application of the extended model of 28 parameters led to rejection of 8% of
the data. Several iterations led to improvement of the test results. This only implied the
rejection of an extra 1% of the data, amongst which are three N E R E F points (in the east,
the northeast, and the southwest); most of the rejected T O P E X data are located in coastal
47
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areas, but not near the Dutch coast. The remaining data for the final adjustment are shown
in figure 5.1. The global test is nearly accepted: f-test = 1.287, critical value = 1.250.
The a-posteriori standard deviation was 0.0321 m, being 14% of the initial variance. The
correction function, which follows from applying the estimated 28 parameters, is shown
in figure 5.2. Since the correction function is based on external data at sea and on the
Dutch land, it does not apply for other areas and is therefore not shown there by using
a land mask. The estimated values of the parameters that define the correction function
together with the applied correction model on page 36, are listed in table 5.2.
oo,o
bo,o
co,o
do,o
h,o
Ol,0

co.i
00,1

d\,i
Ki

h,o
0.2,0

CQ,2
0-0,2

0*2,1

&2,1
C2,l
02,1

di,2
h,2
c

l,2

Ol,2
d2,2
&2,2
C2,2
02,2

-0.7062
0.0160
-0.0359
-0.0020
-0.0022
0.0291
0.1475
0.0050
-0.0361
0.0992
-0.1027
-0.0426
0.0040
0.0034
0.0127
0.0262
0.0278
-0.0596
-0.0055
0.0220
-0.0466
0.0122
-0.0336
-0.0427
0.0156
0.0244
0.0211
-0.0023

Table 5.2: Values of the estimated 28 parameters (in m) of the extended model.
Now, it is interesting to look at the improvement of the geoid, given by this correction
function. The preliminary North Sea geoid results from the sum of the gravimetric geoid
in figure 2.9 and the N E R E F and T O P E X based correction function in figure 5.2 and is
shown in figure 5.3. Comparison of the North Sea geoid with all the 935 external points
(including the rejected ones in the model tests), like it was shown in figure 4.6, reveals
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Figure 5.1: Data distribution for the final 28 parameter adjustment.

Figure 5.2: Correction function for the gravimetric geoid; contour interval is 1 cm.
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Figure 5.3: The preliminary North Sea geoid with respect to the GRS80 ellipsoid; contour
interval is 0.25 m.
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the following statistics: the residual has a mean /z = —0.1 cm, a standard deviation of
a = 4.2 cm and its spatial distribution can be seen in figure 5.4. Note that the standard
deviation of the residuals based only on the 852 selected external points equals 3.2 cm;
this number indicates the precision of the preliminary North Sea geoid. It appears to be
in the range that was aimed for.
Now, figure 5.1 and figure 5.4 and the fact that the model was not accepted indicate
that the following modeling and data aspects appear clearly in the residuals.
• In modeling the land part of the correction function, the point noise for both gravity
and N E R E F data are used. At sea however, only the point noise for the T O P E X
data is used. Inclusion of gravity point noise at sea may very well diminish the effects
of the possibly wrong T O P E X data along the coasts of e.g. Belgium and Denmark.
At the moment, these effects significantly influence results up to the Dutch part of
the geoid.
• The residual plot clearly reveals the remaining long wavelength differences between
ascending and descending altimeter tracks, cf. figure 4.4 due to geographically correlated orbit errors.
• The coastal zones are generally removed from the altimeter data due to insufficient
tidal, wind and wave modeling.
• Correlated larger residuals show up in the north-eastern area south of Norway and
West of Denmark. These are likely to be errors in the gravimetric geoid, since there
is a relatively poor data coverage in this area as shown in figure 5.5.
• In general, inclusion of a model for the permanent sea surface topography is expected
to improve the mismodeling of the 28 parameter model, since it is not of random
character, so that the mentioned 14% will probably reduce to the percentages shown
in table 3.2. This would be more in agreement with the test results, which suggest
even a 12 parameter correction model.
• The characteristics of the residuals along the Dutch coast seem to exhibit the same
relative slope like the tide gauge registrations and the permanent sea surface topography as shown in figure 4.1.
• The residuals in the neighbourhood of the Dutch coast, between the Netherlands and
England, do not give rise to improve the marine gravity data set. The previously
mentioned effects first need to be analyzed more carefully.
Finally, a comparison can be made with the "De Min-geoid" for the Netherlands in De
M i n (1996a). In order to do so, the part of the grid in figure 5.3 that covers the Netherlands
is selected. Before comparison, the preliminary Dutch part of the geoid result of figure 5.3
is corrected back from the equipotential at M S L to the N A P reference surface, using the
inverse operations as described in section 4.2: the correction surface that was subtracted
before the comparison was made is shown in figure 4.5. The difference between both results
describing the geoid for the Netherlands is shown in figure 5.6 and the statistics are given
in its caption. The standard deviation of 5.3 cm is somewhat comparable to the one in
figure 5.4, but there are major differences in the way both results were achieved. First of
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Figure 5.5: Distribution of marine gravity data used to calculate the grid for the gravimetric geoid computation.

Figure 5.6: Difference between preliminary North Sea geoid, corrected to N A P , and "De
Min-geoid" for the Netherlands; /z = —0.7 cm, a = 5.3 cm; contour interval is 1 cm.
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all, the North Sea geoid (NSG) and the "De Min-geoid" (DMG) are based upon different
combinations of datasets. The N S G uses the E G M 9 6 geopotential model, whereas the
D M G is calculated with OSU91a. Furthermore, each grid point of the N S G is the result
of an integration with a different capsize of ip = 4° instead of ip = 5°, which is used
in De M i n (1996a). Possibly, improvements can be expected from modeling all aspects
mentioned in the discussion items mentioned before, so that perhaps even a 12 parameter
correction model may be sufficient.
The differences between N S G and D M G exhibit a similar pattern like in our 28 parameter correction function presented in figure 5.2. In De M i n (1996a), a 3 parameter
model proved to be sufficient for correcting the Dutch gravimetric geoid. Since this is not
the case for the North Sea area, a comparison of both results for the Dutch land area is
very likely to render a curved pattern. Next, the differences in the coastal zone exhibit a
similar pattern as in figure 5.4. Possibly the mismodeling of the gradient of the permanent
sea surface topography along the coast may be an explanation for this.
0

0
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Conclusions &
Recommendations
6.1

Conclusions

A preliminary North Sea geoid model G E O N Z 9 7 has been computed and presented. A f t e r
defining the North Sea area, the available gravity data and external data from G P S ,
levelling and altimetry have been modeled in an optimal manner. The choice of the
E G M 9 6 geopotential model has been motivated and is expected to provide more reliable
and accurate results than the OSU91 model. The applied kernel modification and other
specifics were shortly under discussion, but can be found in detail in De M i n (1996a).
For the correction of the gravimetric geoid on the basis of the external data, a correction
model has been proposed; in order to do so, the characteristics of the geopotential model
in combination with the applied kernel modification have been investigated. The proposed
initial model did not satisfy the requirements; a motivated extension did however manage
to render more satisfactory results.
The correction function itself translates into a rather smooth grid that mainly transforms the gravimetric geoid on larger wavelengths. Indeed, the resulting preliminary N o r t h
Sea geoid is thought to have a precision of better than 4 cm at sea and better than 6 cm
along the coast. When comparing with the "De Min-geoid", the differences on land are
the same order of magnitude as the residuals in the adjustment. However, they exhibit a
systematic pattern due to several reasons. The connection of N A P with M S L as discussed
in section 1.3 can be described by a tilted plane with a small and constant offset at the
coast.
The North Sea geoid can now be implemented in a P C D O S computer program for
the users in order to transform satellite measurements like G P S into heights with respect
to M S L at sea.

6.2

Recommendations

Gravimetric geoid
1. In a further phase of investigation, more gravity data could be used. Specifically,
the data from the British Geological Survey (BGS) constitute a problem: there is
a datum problem between their land measurements and the mean sea level of their
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tide gauges (Ashkenazi et al. (1990)). Next, there are measurements made in the
German part of the North Sea. These have not yet been implemented in the total
set. M a y 1997, a new set of gravity data from B G S was released that may be an
improvement for the problems at hand with the data coverage.
2. Checks with independent geoids, like the recently released European geoid, may give
extra insights into the quality of the achieved results.
3. Inclusion of the point noise values for the gravimetric geoid at sea in the correction
model might take care of possibly optimistic point noise values for T O P E X data;
without such an extended model, these optimistic point noise values (for example i n
coastal areas) may have a widespread influence on the North Sea geoid.
Altimetry
1. Improvement can be expected from a better processing of the altimeter tracks. Not
only more recent data can be used, but also a better preprocessing regarding the
application of tidal models and the use of J G M 3 orbits can significantly improve the
result.
2. The estimation of the sea level rise in the North Sea area (on average) is 4 mm per
year, see appendix D in Naeije et al. (1996) (figure D.3); this should be taken into
account when combining data that were measured over a period of years.
3. Independent of the T O P E X data set, a set from ERS1 and ERS2 altimetry can be
determined with a denser pattern in almost comparable accuracy. This set can be
used to check the details of the gravimetric geoid between the T O P E X tracks and
close to the coasts. The retrograde orbits of E R S 1 and ERS2 reverses the ascending
and descending directions, allowing to approach the coasts of Great Britain and the
Netherlands better.
4. Once a reliable North Sea geoid is at hand, one can use it for storm surge warnings.
Near real-time data of the European Remote Sensing satellites ( E R S l and ERS2)
can be turned into instantaneous sea surface topography by subtraction. Then, a
surge could be anticipated with high reliability; this may be tested in the future.
General aspects
1. Inclusion of G P S , levelling and tide gauge data from countries surrounding the North
Sea area, could either be an improvement i n the adjustment process, or be used as
independent control (Carter et al. (1989)).
2. In case general modeling problems can be improved and the afore mentioned data can
be provided, the second generation North Sea geoid can be of interest to all countries
surrounding the North Sea area; especially the mismodeling of the permanent sea
surface topography forms a problem that should be dealt with i n the near future.
3. A study of the eigenvalues of the individual parameters in the correction model may
give insight into the necessity of their use. This way, a motivated exclusion of a
model parameter can be achieved.

6.2.
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4. A t this moment, there are two geoid models at hand: the "De Min-geoid" on land
and the preliminary North Sea geoid at sea. Their connection lies in the Dutch
coastal zone and may be enhanced by incorporating tide gauge registrations. One
can also compute the M S L related preliminary North Sea geoid heights for coastal
G P S reference points.
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